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Abstract. The integration of actuators and sensors using smart materials enabled various applications including health monitoring
and structural vibration control. In this study, a robust control technique is designed and implemented in order to reduce vibration
of an active structure. Special attention is given to eliminating the possibility of interaction between the health monitoring system
and the control system. Exploiting the disturbance decoupling characteristic of the sliding mode observer, it is demonstrated that
the proposed observer can eliminate the possible high frequency excitation from the health monitoring system. At the same time,
a damage identification scheme, which tracks the changes of mechanical impedance due to the presence of damage, has been
applied to assess the health condition of structures. The main objective of this paper is to examine the potential of combining
the two emerging techniques together. Using the collocated piezoelectric sensors/actuators for vibration suppression as well as
for health monitoring, this technique enabled to reduce the number of system components, while enhancing the performance of
structures. As an initial study, both simulation and experimental investigations were performed for an active beam structure. The
results show that this integrated technique can provide substantial vibration reductions, while detecting damage on the structure
at the same time.

1. Introduction

Nondestructive evaluation (NDE) of structural in-
tegrity, or health monitoring, using smart materials has
been of great interest to civil, ocean and space engi-
neering community. Also, there have been a lot of re-
search efforts incorporating smart materials as sensors
and actuators for vibration suppression of flexible struc-
tures. Smart structures refer to structures with mate-
rial components that can respond or adaptively change
as the result of external conditions. These materials,
when incorporated into structures, can provide a vari-
ety of solutions to problems associated with vibration
suppression and structural diagnostics.

DeGuilio [4] proposed a technique, which allows
a single piece of piezoelectric (PZT) material to con-
currently control the vibration of a structure and de-
tect structural damage. Impedance-based health mon-
itoring techniques, which track mechanical impedance
changes due to the presence of damage, have been used

to assess the health condition of a structure, and multi-
ple Positive Position Feedback (PPF) controllers have
been utilized for vibration suppression. The applica-
tion of this simultaneous active control and damage de-
tection technique have certain advantages over using
separate sensors and actuators for each purpose, such
that the number of system components can be reduced,
and that the performance of structures can be greatly
enhanced. The positive position feedback (PPF) con-
troller is a very simple and effective method for vi-
bration suppression. However, issues related to model
uncertainty and spillover were not discussed.

The impedance-based health monitoring technique
is based on the change in the signature of the structural
impedance. To obtain the response, a set of PZT seg-
ments are used to excite the structure and to measure the
signal simultaneously. When the same PZT patches,
however, are used as sensors in the control system, this
signal flows into the control feedback loop. Then the
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signal may be amplified by the control gain and may
cause undesirable excitations to the structure.

In this study, the feasibility of using sliding mode
controller/sliding mode observer, as a part of simul-
taneous control and health monitoring of an adaptive
structure, is presented. A sliding mode controller is
designed to achieve robust vibration suppression in the
presence of the modeling errors and disturbances. In
particular, the use of a sliding mode observer is investi-
gated to decouple the undesirable interaction between
the health monitoring system and the control system.
The key idea of this study is to use the sliding mode ob-
server to eliminate the possibility of the undesirable ex-
citation caused by the health monitoring system, when
both health monitoring and vibration control are imple-
mented simultaneously. This observer/control scheme
is to be used in conjunction with the impedance-based
structural health monitoring technique. The theory be-
hind the techniques, both the health monitoring and
the sliding mode control, is presented in the following
sections.

2. Impedance-based health monitoring technique

The impedance-based health monitoring method uti-
lizes the direct as well as the converse piezoelectric
(PZT) effects simultaneously, hence, one PZT patch
can be used for both actuation and sensing of the struc-
tural response. The basic concept of this approach
is to monitor the variations in structural mechanical
impedance caused by the presence of damage.

By analyzing the interaction of the PZT with the
host structure, it has been derived that the electrical
impedance of PZT is directly related to the mechanical
point impedance of the external structure [15]. If a
structure is damaged, the structural parameters, such as
mass, stiffness or damping would be changed. In other
words, the mechanical impedance would be modified.
Since all other PZT properties remain constant, any
changes in the electrical impedance signature of piezo-
electric materials are attributed to damage or change in
the structure. A complete description of this technique
is described in the literature [12]. The variation in the
electrical impedance of a PZT bonded to the structure,
over a frequency range, is analogous to the frequency
response but has much higher resolution and is more
easily obtained. This provides a simple way of acquir-
ing the signature pattern reflecting the current condition
of the structure.
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup of the aluminum bar.

Experimental implementation of the impedance-
based structural health monitoring technique has been
successfully conducted on several complex structures;
a four bay space truss [2], an aircraft structure [3],
complex precision parts [10], composite-concretecom-
binations [14], several built-in civil structural compo-
nents [12], and a civil pipeline [13]. The method has
been also tested under significant varying temperature
conditions [11].

2.1. Proof-of-concept experiment

As a proof-of-concept application, an experiment
was performed to detect and locate damage in a free-
free aluminum bar, as shown in Fig. 1. The aluminum
bar of dimension 630×40×2 mm was suspended by a
thin wire to simulate a free-free boundary condition.
Five pairs of PZT patches (Piezo Systems Inc. PSI-5H,
40×15×0.2 mm) were bonded to the bar, for the ac-
quisition of electrical impedance. Four elements were
defined between PZT patches.

HP4194A electrical impedance analyzer was used
for the measurement of the PZT’s electrical impedance
in the frequency range of 70–90 kHz. The range for
a given structure is determined by a trial and error
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Fig. 2. Impedance measurement (real part) of PZT 3 for both undamaged and damaged cases.

method. It has been found that a frequency range with a
high mode density exhibits a higher sensitivity, since it
generally covers more structural dynamic information.
A frequency range, 70–90 kHz, is found to be favorable
in monitoring this specific structure.

Damage was induced by attaching two bolts, with
diameter of 10 mm, on the middle of the third element.
This damage can be considered as an addition of mass,
and also as having stiffening effects on the element by
tightening bolts on the side of the cross section of the
bar. The impedance measurement (real part) of the
PZT 3 over the determined frequency range is shown in
Fig. 2. Only the real portion of the electrical impedance
is analyzed to predict damage. The real part is more
sensitive to changes in structural condition than the
imaginary part or magnitude, since they are dominated
by the capacitive response of the sensor. As shown
in Fig. 2, a complete change occurs in the impedance
signature pattern over the entire frequency range and is
clearly indicative of damage.

A damage metric chart is also shown in Fig. 3. The
damage metric, defined as the sum of the squared dif-
ferences of the real impedance changes at each fre-
quency step, is used to simplify the interpretation of the
impedance variations and provides a summary of the
information obtained from each impedance response
curve. As shown, there is a relatively large increase in
the damage metric value for PZT’s 3 and 4, indicating
that the damage is located between these two sensors.
This demonstrates that the damage metric chart can
provide the location of damage, as well as a summary
of the impedance variation.

3. Sliding mode observer based control

This section describes control issues related to the
vibration control of flexible structures. Special atten-
tion is given to a sliding mode observer with application
to vibration control problem. A sliding mode observer
is initially applied to reduce observation spillover that
may cause instability [9]. Another usefulness of the
proposed sliding mode observer is in its robustness and
disturbance decoupling property.

In theory, the dynamics of flexible structures include
an infinite number of degrees of freedom [6]. For
vibration controller design, however, it is common to
design a control system based on only a few lower
modes [1]. This makes the control bandwidth remain
below a certain frequency. On the other hand, the
impedance-based health monitoring method uses the
signal above that frequency to ensure the sensitivity to
minor changes in the near field of piezoelectric sensors.
However, an interaction between the control system
and the health monitoringsystem might occur at certain
ranges of frequencies, when a relatively low frequency
range is selected for health monitoring. This interaction
may cause an unwanted excitation to the structure by
feeding back the signal into the control loop.

Sliding mode controllers require the full state vec-
tor [7,16]. Usually a state estimator is designed to pro-
vide states that cannot be measured directly. Typically
a Kalman filter [8] is used to decrease the elements of
the observer gain matrix and consequently reduce the
observation spillover due to the residual modes. How-
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Fig. 3. Damage metric chart. The significant change in PZT 3 and 4 indicates the damage between the two sensors.

ever, these previously published results did not address
the robustness issues of the controller to observation
spillover. In this effort, we introduce a sliding mode
controller using state estimates from a sliding mode ob-
server that reduces the effects of observation spillover
from the residual modes as well as the undesirable ex-
citation from the health monitoring system.

3.1. The sliding mode observer design

The observer utilizes the same sliding mode concept
as in the sliding mode control theory and is known to
have the robustness property and the disturbance de-
coupling property. Using the properties, robust state
estimation and observation spillover reduction in the
presence of excitation from health monitoring system
are expected. The equation of motion for flexible struc-
tures in state space form can be written as [9]

v̇N = ANvN + BNu (1)

v̇R = ARvR + BRu (2)

y = CNvN + CRvR (3)

wherevN ∈ Rn is the controlled modes,vR is the
residual modes andy ∈ Rp is the measured output.
The matricesAN , BN , AR, BR, CN , andCR can be
defined with appropriate dimensions. Considering that
the signal from the health monitoring system would
flow through the control input channel, Eq. (1) can be
rewritten as

v̇N = ANvN + BN (u + ξ) (4)

whereξ is the matched disturbance from the health
monitoring system and assumed to be bounded‖ξ‖ �
α.

The sliding mode observer is designed based on the
controlled modes, Eq. (4). Introducing a nonsingular
transformationTc = [Nc C

T ]T with the columns of
Nc ∈ Rn×(n−p) spanning the null space ofC, the new
output distribution matrix isCT −1

c = [0 Ip ]. If the
other system matrices are written as

TcANT−1
c =

[
A11 A12

A21 A22

]
and TcBN =

[
B1

B2

]
(5)

the nominal system can be written as

v̇1 = A11v1 + A12y + B1(u + ξ) (6)

ẏ = A21v1 + A22y + B2(u + ξ) (7)

whereTcvN = [vT
1 , y

T ]T .
The sliding mode observer proposed by Utkin [5]

has the form
.

v̂1 = A11v̂1 + A12ŷ + B1u + Lν (8)

.

ŷ = A21v̂1 + A22ŷ + B2u− ν (9)

where(v̂1, ŷ) represent the state estimates for(v1, y),
L is a constant observer gain matrix andν is the discon-
tinuous vector, which is defined later. Defining errors
between the estimates and the true states,e1 = v̂1−v1,
ey = ŷ − y, the error dynamics is obtained
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.
e1 = A11e1 + A12ey −B1ξ + Lν (10)

.
ey = A21e1 + A22ey −B2ξ − ν (11)

Define a further change in coordinates, dependent on
L, by

T̃ =
[
In−p L

0 Ip

]
(12)

and let ẽ1 = e1 + Ley. Then the error system with
respect to the new coordinates can be written as

.
ẽ1 = Ã11ẽ1 + Ã12ey − B̃1ξ (13)
.
ey = A21ẽ1 + Ã22ey −B2ξ − ν (14)

whereÃ11 = A11+LA21, Ã12 = A12+LA22−Ã11L,
Ã22 = A22 −A21L andB̃1 = B1 + LB2.

To show the stability of the error system, choose a
Lyapunov function as

V = ẽT
1 P1ẽ1 + eT

y P2ey (15)

with the symmetric positive definite matricesP1 and
P2, satisfying the following relationship

P1Ã11 + ÃT
11P1 = −Q1 (16)

P2Ã22 + ÃT
22P2 = −Q2 (17)

The time derivative of the Lyapunov function becomes

V̇ = 2ẽT
1 P1

˙̃e1 + 2eT
y P2ėy

= −ẽT
1 Q1ẽ1 − eT

y Q2ey + 2ẽT
1 P1Ã12ey (18)

−2ẽT
1 P1B̃1ξ + 2eT

y P2A21ẽ1 − 2eT
y P2B2ξ

−2eT
y P2ν

Now choosing,

ν =

{
ρ

P2ey

‖P2ey‖ if ‖P2ey‖ �= 0
0 otherwise

(19)

Eq. (18) can be shown

V̇ � −2ẽT
1 P1B̃1ξ + 2eT

y P2A21ẽ1 − 2eT
y P2B2ξ

+2ẽT
1 P1Ã12ey − 2ρ ‖P2ey‖

� 2
∥∥∥ẽT

1 P1B̃1α
∥∥∥ + 2

∥∥eT
y P2A21ẽ1

∥∥ (20)

+2
∥∥eT

y P2B2α
∥∥ + 2

∥∥∥ẽT
1 P1Ã12ey

∥∥∥ − 2ρ ‖P2ey‖

� 2 ‖P2ey‖
{‖P1ẽ1‖
‖P2ey‖

∥∥∥B̃1α
∥∥∥ +

‖A21ẽ1‖ + ‖B2α‖ +

∥∥∥∥∥ ẽ
T
1 P1Ã12

P2

∥∥∥∥∥ − ρ

}

Using Rayleigh principle,λmin(Q) ‖x‖2 � xTQx �
λmax(Q) ‖x‖2,

V̇ � 2||P2ey||
{√

λmax(P1PT
1 )

λmin(P2PT
2 )

||ẽ1||
||ey||

||B̃1α|| + ||A21ẽ1|| + || B2α|| (21)

+

√
λmax(P1Ã12ÃT

12P
T
1 )

λmin(P2PT
2 )

||ẽ1|| − ρ




and choosing,

ρ >

√
λmax(P1PT

1 )
λmin(P2PT

2 )
‖ẽ1‖
‖ey‖

∥∥∥B̃1α
∥∥∥ + ‖A21ẽ1‖

+ ‖B2α‖ +

√
λmax(P1Ã12ÃT

12P
T
1 )

λmin(P2PT
2 )

‖ẽ1‖ (22)

the time derivative of the Lyapunov functioṅV < 0,
thusẽ1 andey → 0 in finite time.

3.2. Sliding mode controller design

Sliding mode controller is designed to achieve a ro-
bust vibration control performance in the presence of
the uncertainties and disturbances. Considering the
controlled mode equation, Eq. (1), a hyperplane is de-
fined as

S = {vN ∈ Rn : σvN = 0} (23)

wheren is the number of states in the controlled modes.
It is assumed that an ideal sliding motion can be induced
on the hyperplane with proper control action. In addi-
tion, it can be shown that the dynamical behavior of the
system on the hyperplane is insensitive to uncertainties
and disturbances. The equivalent control method [5] is
used, and the control action and the switching strategy
are found so that an ideal sliding motion takes place
on the hyperplane. Taking the time derivative of the
hyperplane

Ṡ = σv̇N = σ[ANvN + BNu] = 0 (24)

and choosing the equivalent control action,u eq, to be

ueq = −(σBN )−1σANvN (25)

the closed-loop system becomes

v̇N = [I −BN (σBN )−1σ]ANvN (26)

AssumingσBN is nonsingular, the close-loop system
can be made stable with a proper choice ofσ. Several
approaches can be used for the design of the hyper-
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Fig. 4. Cantilever beam with PZT patches.

planeσ such that quadratic minimization, eigenvalue
placement or eigenstructure assignment methods. To
achieve robustness despite uncertainties in the dynam-
ics, a discontinuous control is added to the equivalent
control. The discontinuous control has the form

ū = −ρcsat(S/Φ) (27)

whereρc is a positive scalar andsat(S/Φ) is used to
avoid the chattering phenomena due to the discontinu-
ous control action and is defined as

sat(S/Φ) =
{
sign(S) if ‖S/Φ‖ � 1
S/Φ otherwise (28)

HereΦ is the width of the boundary layer that is parallel
to the hyperplane. The total control is composed of
u = ueq + ū.

4. Discussion of results

The vibration of a flexible cantilevered beam with
piezoelectric (PZT) actuators/sensors, as shown in
Fig. 4, is used to demonstrate the performance of slid-
ing mode observer through the simulation as well as
the experiment. A pair of PZT patches near the root
of the beam is used as an actuator, and piezoelectric
patches at the one-third and in the middle of the beam
are used as sensors. The controller and observer are
designed based on the first four lower modes of the
beam. The sliding mode controller will be used in con-
junction with the impedance-based health monitoring
technique to provide simultaneous control and health
monitoring of the structure. Robust performance of vi-
bration suppression in the presence of uncertainties and
disturbances can be achieved using the sliding mode
concept.

+
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System
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Control System

Excitationξ
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ˆNu Kv ξ=− + Measurement
+

Control input

Health Monitoring
System

Plant

Control System

Excitationξ

ˆc Nu Kv=−

ˆNu Kv ξ=− + Measurement

Fig. 5. The interaction of the closed-loop control system and the
health monitoring system.

The closed-loop system representing the beam, the
control system, and the health monitoring system is
shown in Fig. 5. The details associated with the mathe-
matical model of the beam can be found in reference [9].
The properties of the beam and PZT patches are listed
in Table 1.

The state estimation performance of the sliding mode
observer is compared to that of the Luenburgerobserver
in the simulation study. A disturbance at 180 Hz, which
is close to the fifth mode of the beam, is considered to
excite the beam through the control input channel. Sim-
ulation results of state estimation performances with the
Luenburger observer and the sliding mode observer are
shown in Figs 6 and 7, respectively. The first two states
are presented in each plot in order to clearly indicate
the difference in performance between two observers.
As shown in Fig. 6, the Luenburger observer produces
the state estimates containing the high frequency exci-
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Fig. 6. State estimation performance of Luenburger observer with 180 Hz disturbance.
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Fig. 7. State estimation performance of sliding mode observer with 180 Hz disturbance.
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Fig. 8. Discontinuous switching components of sliding mode observer.

Table 1
Beam and PZT parameters

Beam parameters

Length (L) 0.63 m
Thickness (t) 0.0012 m
Width (b) 0.021 m
Moment of inertia (I) 3.024×10−2 m4

Mass density (ρ) 2690 kg/m3

PZT parameters

Young’s modulus (Yp) 6.6×1010N/m2

PZT constant (d31) -190×10−12 m/V
PZT capacitance (Cp) 146 nF
xa1- xa2 5 mm–200 mm
xs11- xs12 200 mm–265 mm
xs21- xs22 365 mm–430 mm

tation. Feeding back the state estimates with this high
frequency component into the control system may ex-
cite the beam at higher modes, which is ignored in the
controller design, and thus make the closed-loop sys-
tem unstable. Also it can be seen that no significant
vibration reduction is achieved due to the presence of
the disturbance. The sliding mode observer, however,
gives state estimates filtering out the high frequency ex-
citation as shown in Fig. 7. The controller with the slid-

ing mode observer achieves faster vibration suppres-
sion than with the Luneburger observer. From the sim-
ulation, we can conclude that the sliding mode observer
has the desirable decoupling characteristic of filtering
out the unwanted high frequency excitation from the
health monitoring system. Figure 8 shows the value of
the discontinuous inputs of the sliding mode observer
with respect to time. The magnitudes of the discontin-
uous components are chosen to be 2 in this simulation
study.

An experiment was performed to examine the vibra-
tion suppression performance with a sinusoidal distur-
bance. A dSPACE controller (dSPACE GmbH) was
used in combination with Matlab real-time workshop,
and the SIMULINK software was used to build the con-
trol system diagram. The sampling rate in the experi-
ment was set at 1000 Hz, and a signal amplifier (TREK
50/750) was used to amplify the control signal from the
dSPACE controller to the PZT actuator.

Figure 9 shows an impulse response of the beam
obtained from the experiment when the sliding mode
controller/sliding mode observer are used for vibration
control. The closed-loop response (solid) is compared
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Fig. 9. The control performance of the sliding mode controller/ sliding mode observer.

to the open-loop response (dashed). An excellent vi-
bration suppression is demonstrated, significantly re-
ducing vibration within 5 seconds. Performances with
a sinusoidal disturbance in the measurement are shown
in Figs 10 and 11. Sinusoidal disturbances at 56 Hz
with identical amplitudes were introduced through the
PZT sensor 2 in two separate experiments. Figure 10
shows the control performance with 56 Hz (close to
the second natural frequency of the beam) sinusoidal
disturbance when a Luenburger observer is used for
state estimation. No vibration suppression could be
achieved. On the other hand, when estimates from the
sliding mode observer is used for the feedback con-
trol, 78% vibration suppression at PZT 1 and almost
90% vibration suppression at PZT 2 could be achieved,
even in the presence of disturbance as shown in Fig. 11.
It clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of the sliding
mode observer.

5. Conclusion

A technique, which allows a single piece of PZT
material to simultaneously control the vibration of a

structure and detect structural damage, has been in-
vestigated. In particular, a sliding mode observer is
proposed for state estimation to reduce the effects of
unwanted high frequency excitations from the health
monitoring system. A damage identification scheme,
which tracks the changes of mechanical impedance due
to the presence of damage, has been applied to assess
the health condition of structures. As an initial study,
both analytical and experimental investigations were
performed to a simple beam structure. The results show
that this integrated technique can provide substantial
vibration reductions, while detecting damage on the
structure at the same time. The proposed sliding mode
observer demonstrated that it can eliminate the possible
effects from high frequency excitations from the health
monitoring system. In this simulation and experiment
study, relatively low frequency excitations were con-
sidered. This demonstrates that the proposed technique
would be useful even when different health monitoring
techniques, such as the damage identification technique
using modal parameters, are employed simultaneously.
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